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OBJECTIVES
To establish multiple ways
of deconstructing,
displacing, reworking and
reconstructing vintage or
older discarded family
history; giving attention to
the psychological impact
this may have on the
audience. Through the
imagination, characters
places and memories will
be given another moment
in time (whatever that is
perceived to be,
individually and
intellectually) where
otherwise they would be
irretrievably lost, given up,
or forgotten. Where
possible, recycled
materials will be used to
recreate the memorabilia
in another form.

MA Photography, Falmouth University
Module One - Positions and Practice
December 2017

1.

CONTEXT
There is a disparity between the detached act of disposing of family clutter or memorabilia and a
refusal at the same time to accept responsibility for its permanent loss. Objects may be given up
to make room for something new, to erase memories, or simply because there is an
unwillingness or sadness preventing an ability to engage with the personal history and
significance they hold. Why else would such items be given away via house clearances or sold,
rather than put in the recycling box? Perhaps by ‘getting rid’ in this way passes ownership and
responsibility to a third party, therefore allowing memories to be retained within the objects
themselves, therefore not lost. Paradoxically, there has been for some time a fascination with
retro and vintage, visible by the number of vintage shops, tea rooms, and micro community
businesses where people are willing to pay for what would previously have been thrown away.
This dichotomy will be explored through my photography, and will be the focus of my project.
For some time I have found antique and vintage photographs and postcards fascinating, even
more so when history and memories are embedded through personal messages on the reverse.
Finding and reusing these is even more poignant because of today’s throw away society and the
age of digitalisation, with a growing desire for the tangible rather than the ephemeral. The same
can be said of audio, demonstrated by the resurgence of vinyl in recent years.
Recently I cut up an antique postcard for a project and showed it to a few people. There was a
silent jaw-dropping moment from them as if I had destroyed something priceless, probably
worsened by the fact that it was a child’s face that had been cut out and replaced with a tearful
eye. It was as if the viewers had no familiar response for this, other than feeling uncomfortable
at seeing a once beautiful photograph now deliberately made ugly and sad. Their subdued
horror encouraged me to do more - this forgotten image had been given another moment in
time. Through her tableau photography Anna Gaskell also uses children sometimes with their
faces obscured in her photography, with hints of play turning “sinister” (Church, 2016: 65).
The corruption and reworking of images and belongings that belonged to someone from the
past is potentially a psychologically intense or disturbing action. It is assuming responsibility for
the fate or finality of objects when their ‘original owners’ have been unable to do so, for whatever
reason. Joachim Schmid creates a “re-engagement with forgotten histories” and “projected
fantasies” within his work (Church, 2016: 213). Through my work I aim to interrogate ideas that
stimulate the audience’s imagination to free fall, creating ambiguous or surprising meanings and
narratives by placing vintage objects out of place, contextually and chronologically.
My work will question how images are interpreted by the human mind, and will play with
preconceived ideas and idioms. I have been inspired by some of the early 20th century artists
who were involved in the Dada movement, such as Kurt Schwitters and Hannah Höch particularly in her ‘Heads of State’ piece (Cumming, 2014), and then later John Stezeger and
Julie Cockburn. Additionally, drawing from my own background in music, psychology, philosophy
and the aesthetics of art (acknowledging the movements of modernism and post-modernism)
my work will centre around montage and collage, using physical methods as well as digital ones
through the use of modern technology including the iPad.
Catharsis is ‘the process of releasing strong emotions through a particular activity or
experience…in a way that helps you understand those emotions’ (Cambridge Dictionary Online.
2017). Through my work I hope to provoke an emotional response that is not preconceived or
easily understood, and could therefore be seen as the antithesis of a cathartic act.
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PROGRESS TO DATE
Beginning with vintage and antique postcards, I have affected images through cutting,
tearing, smashing (of the glass and frame), fire and snow; photographing each stage. With
my ‘Lady in the Deckchair’ project, each time I destructed, I made a new image, and then
destructed it again by another method. The original small framed photograph was
purchased from a vintage stall for £2. So far I have:

• Removed the photograph from the frame and photographed the sum of its parts, using
old photographic paper as its background (a)

• Photographed (a) on Instax film, cut and tore off the back to see whether it would halt its
developing, spilt its ink and placed the remainder of the Instax onto (a), to create (b)

• Made paper from ripping an antique story book and embedded the original photograph
within it (c)

• Created a collage from photographs of work in progress, the crumpled frame and
smashed glass (d)

• Printed one of the resultant images onto the handmade paper (e)
• Projected the original photograph onto a large screen, stuck a print of (d) onto the
projection and introduced a new point of interest. This was achieved by introducing a
contemporary version of an item in the original (shoes) so that both it, and its shadow can
be seen on the screen. I photographed this (f).
There were difficulties with a couple of my methods. My Canon printer did not print well onto
my handmade paper so this will need improving. The other difficulty was finding effective
ways of photographing a projected image without getting in the way of the projection in a
confined space - I intend to employ larger spaces.
Other work in progress includes photographing messages on the back of antique postcards
in the snow - the image eerily looking like frozen tombstones, and I have begun to use
illustrations from antique books to work with. I’ve also experimented with a prism to
introduce reflections and colour; burnt a photograph and put its ash into the hand made
paper (as above).
Recently I have created a new website for my work, this is work in progress. Noting how
Russian directors Sergey Eisenstein and Lev Kuleshov used montage in their films has
helped me to understand that the order of my images on each gallery page will be central to
its narrative, although I still have much to do in this respect. Kuleshov dissected and
rearranged frames, commenting on how the order of the sequences affected their
interpretation (Hess, 2014). One of Eisenstein’s theories was that when two images
combine they create a different, third meaning (Hess, 2014). Similarly, this is an effect I
hope to achieve through my own montage and collage.

3.

Proposed activities and
stages

Resources needed

Audience

Approximate costs

• An immediate time management plan will enable me to work
creatively at length as each image can take hours to make.
• The time in between the first two semesters is a good opportunity
to do as much photography, reading, preparation and research as I
can.
• I will research other practitioners who have worked in the area of
collage and montage, examining their inspirations and audiences.
Another practitioner who interests me is Sara VanDerBeek, who
sets found images found images in a three dimensional space
using dramatic lighting (Church, 2016: 226). Her photograph of
this is the end point, and because of this I see parallels with my
idea of introducing a new ‘real’ punctum into projected work.
• The face to face event at Falmouth in February will allow me to
learn through the technical workshops, and hopefully give me new
inspirations.
• I will travel to look for appropriate photographs, postcards and
other items, for example nostalgic vinyl records and books. Some
of the stages will become self-evident as the project develops.
• During the second module I expect to evaluate my work in relation
to philosophical and ethical principles particularly referencing the
ethics of appropriation, ownership and human psychology.
• Following on from my emphasis on the reuse of objects, during the
third module I hope to explore recycled surfaces to print my work
on. I am particularly interested to see whether they can be printed
on recycled glass, and backlit.
• As reused and recycled material is central to my current practice,
during the fourth module I anticipate approaching my local council
and other retailers to explore ways that we might be able to work
together. There is a developing cultural centre within the town and I
will explore avenues where my project could enhance this.

My own equipment: camera and lenses, Fujifilm Instax printer,
Canon photo printer, lighting equipment, projector, screen, prism
To purchase: Instax mini film, photographic paper, ink cartridges,
objects from charity / vintage shops, auctions or flee markets to
photograph, props
To borrow where possible: more specialised lighting equipment (if
needed), other projection equipment
Services: specialist printing
Initially my portfolio will provide the main platform for my work to be
seen. Once its online audience has grown I will investigate displaying
my work through installation. Places which may be interested in this
may be local shop fronts, particularly vintage shops and tearooms,
even the local recycling centre. Hopefully I will be able to create work
which has a particular location at its heart, and show the artwork or
installations within the local community. As my work will involve
antique postcards, I may create new postcards. I hope the pieces will
appeal to those interested in either family history, vintage, or recycling.
Professional printing: Currently I am investigating ways of printing
onto recycled glass. It will need to be safety glass so this possibility
will need to be researched, as well as alternative surfaces should this
not be possible (such as a transparent material which could be stuck
onto old glass or other recycled surfaces.) Once I have an idea of
cost I will research grant possibilities to help fund this.
Instax Film: £30 (40 shots)
Photo paper: £28 (40 sheets)
Canon multi pack ink cartridges: £80 (one set)
Objects to photograph: £200
Props: £200
Overnight accommodation £300 (1 night x 3)
Food when travelling away: £120 (1 day x 3)
4.
Fuel: £120
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MA Photography Risk Assessment form

Photographer’s Name:

Teresa Williams

Assistants’ Names:
Tutor / Supervisor:
Location:
Description of work:

N/A
Jesse Alexander
Northamptonshire and other counties

To be confirmed

Sourcing vintage and older items to be used in photography projects.
Damaging the objects and remaking them.
Photographing various stages using other equipment and props.

Persons at Risk

Identify all those at risk

Technical Staff:
Contractors:
Cleaning Staff:

Academic Staff:
General Public:
Emergency Personnel:

Other:

Date(s) of
Shoot:

Me. Anyone else near the equipment, or
accompanying me while working

x

Students:
Visitors:

Especially at risk:

Admin Staff:
Estates Staff:

Canteen Staff:
Library Staff:

Me

Check list
Equipment

Flash/tungsten

Stands/tripods

Hot lights

Smoke machine/fire

Flammable materials

Risk of Fire

Welfare of Assistant

Welfare of model

Working at Heights

Location

Transport to location

Parking

Vehicles/traffic

Weather conditions

Public

Confined spaces

Derelict Buildings

Animals

Children

Tides

Compressed Gasses

Water

Noise

Chemicals

PRIMARY RISK ASSESSMENT
Example
HAZARD

What kind of hazards are there at the site or in your task?

RISK OF

What risks do those hazards
create?
i.e. Light stand falling over

i.e. Light stand

How are you going to minimise the risk associated with the hazards you’ve identified?

CONTROL
MEASURE i.e. weigh down light stand with sandbags

Please continue your risk assessment, adding additional pages as necessary.
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Cables / leads

Tripping over them

HAZARD

RISK OF
Keep leads out of the way or cover them safely

CONTROL
MEASURE
Heavy books

Injury through lifting them

HAZARD

RISK OF
Lift properly and one at a time

CONTROL
MEASURE
Glass objects

HAZARD

RISK OF

Cutting caused by broken glass (eg
from picture frame or prism)

Use gloves when smashing glass and make sure prism is balanced properly

CONTROL
MEASURE
Fire

HAZARD

RISK OF

Causing burns by setting fire to card
objects

Check surroundings are flame retardant. Have something to hand to put a potential fire out, eg water, fire
CONTROL blanket

MEASURE

Weather

HAZARD

RISK OF

Slipping in icy conditions when
carrying bulky equipment

Check weather forecast before leaving home. Don’t go alone if the weather looks adverse. Be prepared to

CONTROL change plans if weather looks risky. Carry first aid kit in car (if travelling by car)
MEASURE
Props

HAZARD

RISK OF

Prop could be faulty, unstable,
flammable etc

Read any instructions, ensure they are flame retardant, and placed securely on set

CONTROL
MEASURE
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People accompanying me

HAZARD

RISK OF

Not being aware of potential hazards,
or what to do should they arise.

Brief third parties in accordance with hazards and risks identified here.

CONTROL
MEASURE

HAZARD

RISK OF

CONTROL
MEASURE

HAZARD

RISK OF

CONTROL
MEASURE

HAZARD

RISK OF

CONTROL
MEASURE

HAZARD

RISK OF

CONTROL
MEASURE

HAZARD

RISK OF

CONTROL
MEASURE
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On site risk assessment: these are control measures that arose on your shoot

Emergency Information and Procedures
Phone
07742 104930
Medical Expertise
I hold a Lowland Rescue First Responder qualification as well as First Aid and
Immediate Life Support.
Emergency Procedure
In the event of an emergency dial 999 or 112 ensure that you or someone
with you can accurately describe where you are (ideally nearest postcode)
Medical Treatment
Kettering General Hospital or other local hospital when travelling. First aid bag
in car.
Evacuation procedures
Be aware of these when in public spaces
Incident/accident reporting All incidents or accidents should be reported to tutor at Falmouth University
Assessment carried out by
•
I have ensured that I have reviewed the hazards and risks associated with this project and taken
necessary steps to remove hazards where possible or reduced the risks associated with the remaining
hazards to a minimum.
•
I have recorded the main hazards, risks and control measures in this document.
•
I have ensured that those working with me have been briefed on the nature of the tasks they are to
perform, and are aware of the hazards associated with the task and the measures in place to reduce the risks
associated with those hazards. (if applicable)
•
I will continually assess hazards and risks ‘live’ on site to ensure that nothing has been overlooked or
has changed since initial assessment.
Signed: T Williams

Date: 11/12/17

Assessment reviewed by
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